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In this paper we explore
the quest for ROI
through five different
systemic lenses in
service of provoking new
ways of thinking about
value and change.

Systemic approaches
to coaching ROI
How do you make the case for coaching in your organization? Many
organizations feel uncomfortable investing significant sums in
coaching services because the coaching relationship is private, and
they don’t get to see or understand how their money is being spent.
Others want to know all about what’s happening in the coaching
relationship so they can assess what value is being derived – often
placing inappropriate demands on the coach. Some regard coaching
as a perk of the job and budget for it much as they do annual
bonuses. In this paper we explore the quest for ROI through five
different systemic lenses in service of provoking new ways of
thinking about value and change.

Introduction
In this paper we outline five ways of thinking about systems, each of which may
be said to be ‘systemic’, each of which leads to a different way of leading,
influencing and navigating change across an organisation
(https://www.ccorgs.com.au/thought-leadership). We briefly revisit each way
of thinking about systems before reflecting on its implications for
understanding the value of coaching.
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1. First order – linear thinking
Through this lens people think in simple linear terms about cause and effect.
If, for example, Susan (Head of Operations) receives feedback telling her she
needs to spend more time developing her people, then all she needs to do is
to invest more time with her direct reports in order for them to feel more
valued. If her reports feel more valued then they will be more productive
and that incremental productivity can be measured in terms of its impact on
company performance. To calculate coaching ROI we need to quantify the
extra productivity and the relationship between productivity and some
metric of performance. For example, Susan and HR have done some metrics
on staff turnover and worker efficiency. A new worker is about 50% as
efficient as an experienced worker and takes two years to reach full
productivity. HR assess the success of Susan’s coaching assignment as
follows:
ROI = year-on-year reduction in turnover x efficiency gains
cost of coaching
This approach might work sometimes. If there is no significant change in the
organisation or the external environment, the simple assumptions
underpinning this formula might hold true. We know some firms, for
example, who use coaching as described above. They target coaching on
people believed to be at-risk. They calculate coaching ROI by making general
assumptions around recruitment costs and time to reach acceptable levels
of productivity. But if the environment is changeable then the formula may
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yield strange results. In Susan’s case, if the job market suddenly hots up
and people leave for new high paying roles, then it may appear that
coaching has led to a decline in Susan’s performance. If the job market
cools down, or the company invests in new systems that make work more
enjoyable, then it may appear that coaching has had a stratospheric impact
on performance, a number that no one believes.

likely to be limited unless 2. First order – non linear thinking
their construction is
Through this lens people still think in terms of cause and effect, but they
recognise that the world is complicated. Sometimes the relationship
transparent and easy to
between cause and effect is curvilinear, not linear. Sometimes an action
understand.
leads to a consequence that influences the next action. The basic premise is
remains as before, but the analyst must dig deep to be able to model every
relevant variable.
For example, HR’s last attempt to measure the impact of Susan’s coaching
didn’t deliver credible results. As a consequence HR bring in an analyst who
models in detail every factor influencing staff turnover, and the
relationship between turnover and efficiency gains. His calculations
acknowledge that different people in different roles reach target
efficiencies at different rates. The basic approach remains unchanged, but
HR collect multiple data points and create a more complicated formula.
Organisations may create generic formulae to assess coaching ROI, but
most don’t have time, and the value of such formulae is likely to be limited
unless their construction is transparent and easy to understand.
3. Second order thinking
Through a second order lens, the world is too complex and mysterious to
be able to model its functioning. It is still believed that the world operates
like a system, and if we were able to experience its functioning directly,
then we could model it. But we don’t experience reality directly. Like the
frog who can only see things that move, we see what we see and we miss
what we can’t see. What we miss we discount, and so we over-privilege our
perception of events, labelling as ‘real’ something which is highly
subjective.
Through this lens we believe that there is little value in trying to model
every factor that impacts on staff turnover in Susan’s organisation, or
relationships between turnover and productivity. There are too many
factors at play. Any attempt to build a formula will result in disagreement.
For example, the CFO in Susan’s organisation is convinced that salary levels
are the key determinant of staff retention. The HR Director believes that
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culture is what drives staff engagement, which in turn is the key variable in
staff retention. The Marketing Director believes that staff engagement is a
function of effective internal staff communications. Most likely none of
them are wholly right and none of them are wholly wrong. The relationship
between all these variables is not only complicated, but changeable,
shifting over time. No formula will ever be able to capture the complexity
of all these variables.
Through this lens the most useful approach is to initiate a collaborative
process through which people have the opportunity to align around a
common purpose for the coaching. Drawing different stakeholders into the
process enables the budget holder to benefit from multiple perspectives.
The more perspectives engaged, the more likely it is that the collective
perspective will reflect reality. It also means that people have the
opportunity to define expected outcomes before the process starts. People
come together and agree a collective intention. People are alerted to watch
out for the outcome of coaching and think in terms of Return on (collective)
Intention. If the intention is achieved it is assumed that the investment was
worthwhile – otherwise stakeholders wouldn’t have sanctioned the
investment in the first place.
We see this way of thinking in many organisations. Multiple stakeholders
are invited to contribute to the thinking around a coaching assignment.
Line managers are drawn into the process early on to contribute to the
shaping of goals. Other stakeholders are invited to express their opinions as
to what coaching should focus on, through 360 interview exercises. And
this way of thinking is often appropriate.
4. Complexity thinking
All three previous perspectives assume that the organisation can usefully
be compared to some kind of machine. The leader exercises control over
her domain and her efforts to exercise that control can be readily assessed.
The complexity perspective, on the other hand, views leadership behaviour
in terms of influence, not control. Different people have different
perspectives and these perspectives are co-created through conversation
with other people. Meaning making is a social process. The way people
make meaning can therefore be influenced through purposeful
engagement in conversation with others, but not controlled. In any
organisation there are multiple conversations, happening all over the
organisation, all of the time. People gather with those they trust and make
meaning of events.
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For example, Susan’s domain includes call-centre operations. Call centre
staff hardly ever see Susan at site and don’t believe she really cares about
their development. It’s not that they are unhappy with their development –
local management do a good job. It’s that they want to see her come to the
call-centre more often and engage with them in conversation about the
performance of the call-centre and career opportunities for people in the
call-centre. In her coaching Susan focusses on spending more time with her
direct reports, which includes the Head of Call-Centre Operations, but
doesn’t include engaging more widely with call-centre staff. Call-centre
staff’s view of Susan remains unchanged as a result of coaching.
In the distribution centre people found Susan intimidating. Their previous
manager didn’t get on well with Susan and he shared his discomfiture with
the team. Consequently Susan didn’t have a great reputation among
distribution staff. At about the time her coaching started a new Head of
Distribution was appointed. He performed well and went out of his way to
position Susan constructively within the distribution centre, inviting her to
talk to the staff on a quarterly basis. Staff were surprised how approachable
she was. The new Head of Distribution was a strong self-starter and didn’t
require much support from Susan in plotting his development. By the end
of the coaching session, both the Head of Distribution and distribution
centre staff spoke highly of Susan, though this would likely have happened
even without the coaching.
Three of Susan’s direct reports were analysts. Two of them much
appreciated the additional time Susan spent with them talking about their
development. The third person would, on balance, rather she left him
alone. He wasn’t ambitious and felt a little pressured to come up with
development plans and goals that he didn’t see much value in.
To understand the impact of coaching through this lens requires an indepth understanding of the functioning of the organisation. Gathering
multiple stakeholders to engage in the assignment (the second order
approach) may or may not yield a good understanding of the impact of
Susan’s coaching, depending on who is chosen. Through this lens the
second order approach feels too hit and miss. The practitioner wants to
develop an understanding of the complex system in which Susan operates.
The practitioner recognises that there exist multiple hopes and aspirations
as to what Susan might focus on in coaching – there exist multiple
intentions. The better Susan and colleagues, and her coach, understand the
functioning of this complex adaptive system, the more likely it is that
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coaching will add value.
Through this lens there is no simple methodology for measuring the impact
of coaching. The functioning of a complex adaptive system is complex,
changeable and dynamic. Any representation of the system is hypothetical.
The practitioner however, is super-aware of the significance of power in the
functioning of this system. The functioning of a complex adaptive system
cannot be controlled, but it can – and is – influenced by multiple agents.
Positional power is important, but so too are other forms of power.
Relationship power, for example, resource power, and network power.
People who have great relationships with key clients have power. People
who have their finger on the pulse have power. People who manage other
people’s budgets have power.
Through her capacity to observe events through the lens of a complex
system, the practitioner is not only able to see clearer than most the impact
of coaching, but is also particularly astute in understanding how to get
things done. This practitioner doesn’t complain about the need to engage in
politics – this practitioner understands that how and what people think is
inevitably influenced by others and that the word ‘politics’ is a label we
attach to the complex and often obscure means by which most decisions
get made. This practitioner therefore understands not only whose views
matter most in determining whether a specific coaching assignment makes
a difference, but also in determining the extent to which coaching is seen as
a useful intervention generally. This practitioner is well connected to those
whose views matter most, and applies a set of principles to the deployment
of coaching that is constantly emerging from conversation with and
between those people.
This practitioner may talk in terms of a formulaic ROI, if to do so is effective.
This practitioner may talk in terms of Return on Intention, but will be supermindful of the process by which the intention is defined, and purposeful
with regard to who is asked to contribute to the definition. This isn’t about
playing to hierarchy necessarily. Positional power is just one form of power,
and is often over-rated. The practitioner is well connected to key thoughtleaders and influencers within the organisation, people enjoying a degree of
power that many people may not appreciate.
5. Meta-systemic thinking
This approach is similar in principle to the complexity approach. The
difference is that the meta-systemic practitioner recognises that boundaries
are not real. Advocates of complexity thinking often talk about systems and
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sub-systems, or nested systems, describing the organisation as if it was a
real system. Organisations are not systems. The organisation is real in that
there exists a legal entity to which many people are contracted to work, but
it isn’t real in much other sense. We talk about organisations as if they were
real entities, with their own personalities, attributes, strengths and
weaknesses. When we do that we are creating a mental construct, a
construct that enables us to make simple that which we experience when
working among people who are contracted to the same organisation as us.
The most valuable function of that mental construct is that it creates
something to which people feel they belong.
The people we engage with, when we engage in an ‘organisation’, are
participants in a vast social network. That social network includes some
people employed by the same entity as I am, but also others. The drawback
of the complexity perspective is that it over-privileges my relationships with
people in my ‘organisation’, and may fail to sufficiently acknowledge the
influence of people in my social network but not part of my organisation.
For example, Susan may find herself thinking about the call-centre as single
entity, with its own perspective and opinions. However, the boundary
around this ‘system’ isn’t real, and Susan may underprivilege the impact of
other people’s thinking on the meaning that emerges in parts of the callcentre. Through the meta- lens, boundaries between work and home have
less significance. What happens at home directly impacts what happens at
work and vice-versa. The coachee’s perspective is shaped by relationships
outside work, as are the perspectives of those with whom the coachee
interacts at work.
Like the complexity practitioner, the meta-systemic practitioner may talk in
terms of a formulaic ROI, if to do so is effective, or Return on Intention, etc
… But the meta-systemic practitioner is also vigilant to the influence of
people outside the organisation, on the behaviour of individual leaders and
on the evolution of the coaching narrative among those with power. This
practitioner recognises the power wielded by those outside the
organisation on what people inside the organisation think about their
leaders, and on what people inside the organisation think about coaching
and its measurement. The practitioner may, for example, suddenly find
themselves asked to build a new set of formulae for measuring coaching
ROI (first order non-linear) because the HR Director just watched a TedTalk
delivered by a traditional ROI enthusiast. The meta-practitioner recognises
the need to influence those outside the organisation as well as those inside
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the organisation in service of deriving best value from investments in
coaching.
Conclusions
The way we think determines how we think about the value to be derived
from our investments in coaching. In the busy world of organisations the firstorder linear perspective is attractive because it is simple to understand, easy
to articulate, and lends itself to quick, easy decision making. The first-order
non-linear perspective is attractive to those who believe the world is
complicated, yet simple enough to reflect in a series of calculations. It tends
not to be valued by those who don’t have the budget for, or see the value in
trying to build such formulae. The second order perspective perhaps best
reflects what happens in many organisations. A focus on return on intention
ensures that people align around what is expected from the coaching
investment, leveraging people’s intuitive sense of what value is being added.
The complexity perspective better reflects how organisations actually
operate, and how best to try and influence change. This lens alerts the
practitioner not only to what best to focus coaching investments on, but how
to convince people within an organisation as to the value of coaching more
generally. The meta-systemic approach is similar to the complexity
perspective in some ways, but is more likely to alert the practitioner to the
value of extending his/her arc of influence beyond the organisation’s walls.
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